T.J. ENRIGHT andj.A. WOLF
Let G be a real semisimple Lie group, let 6 be a Cartan involution of G, and let K denote the maximal compactly embedded subgroup of G which is the fixed point set of 9.
We write So*^ for the real Lie algebras. g,k for their complexifications, and 9 for the automorphisms induced on 9-and g.
In the work of Wallach [7] and Enright-Howe-Wallach [3], G is a simple group of hermitian type and one varies a character on the center of K in order to continue the holomorphic discrete series. In [4, 5] , using the Zuckerman derived functors, these results were extended to cover certain non highest weight modules. Among other results is a proof of unitarity for certain coherent continuations of discrete series representations out of the Borel-de Siebenthal [1] Weyl chamber. These results are tabulated in Appendix 1. They are based on THEOREM. Let q be a 9-stable parabolic subalgebra of g, say q » m+n where n is the nilradical and m is a 9-stable Levi component, such that denote the i^" right derived functor, of the It-finite submodule functor, from the category of g-modules that are completely reducible and locally finite for m n k.
Let s s dim k/innk. Then r^CX+cO is zero or unitarizable.
See [5] for the proof of this theorem.
This situation arises when rank K « rank G, the root ordering is such that there is just one noncompact simple root (say oig), necessarily of coefficient 1 or 2 in the maximal root, and q is the maximal parabolic subalgebra of g defined Thus we can test N(X + z0 for reduction in a systematic manner, as follows:
1. Compute 2<X+p,a> /< a,a> for every a€ A(n). Note that 2<X+zC+p,a >/<a,a> is obtained from it by adding z x (coefficient of (Xp in a).
Note that z must be an integer or half-integer in order for \ + zC + p to be AdO-integral, thus in order for F^X + zS) to be nonzero. Start with z the smallest integer or half-integer such that some < \ + z^ +p,a ) /< a,a>, a € A(n), is a positive integer. which has det(w) » -1. Note that, for such a pair, < s (X + zC + p) ,0 « < ws^{\ •*• zX, + p) ,0 « < s * (X + z^ + p) ,^ > , so we need only try to pair off elements a,a* € B for which < s (X + z^ + p),0 « < s , (X + z^ + p) ,^> .
6. Let C » {a€B: there is no a'€ B forming a pair {a,a'} as in (5) above}.
Then N(X+zO is irreducible if and only if C is empty.
7. If N(X-t-zO is reducible then \ + zC, is the first reduction point.
If N(X+zO is irreducible, increase z by i § and start over again at (2).
In the case dim F(X) « 1, we recently carried out this computational program by hand for the classical simple groups G with rank K c rank G, by arranging the "matrix" (2<X+ z^+P,a> / <a,a>) ^ ./. in a way that made the various tests relatively straightforward and that made induction arguments convenient. This doesn't work for the exceptional groups, but the structures of types G^ and Fâ re sufficiently small so that hand calculation was not difficult.
We illustrate the test for reduction by doing the case G « Sp(l,n-l). Let a,, l^i^n» be the simple roots with a^ « ^"^.n^ 1 < -
and ^'^n' For our example let a^ "04 . Then A(tt) « {2e^} U {^ ± ej 2 ^ i $ n}. Our normalizations give ^«^, X • (-2n+l)£i and p" (n,n-l,... ,1) . So X + z^ + p -(z-n+1 . n-1, n-2. ... ,1)
Consider the array b, ^ ... bŵ ith c = 2<X+z^+p,a> /< a.a> with a«2c^, and a^ and b^ given by the same formula for a -£i+c. and Ci-c^ respectively 2$i$n. Evaluating these inner products gives: Then X + z;-»-p « (n-j+1, n-1, .... 1) where n-j+1 occurs both as the first and jĉ oordinate. Therefore, as described in (5) above, the two elements of B form a pair. Thus C is empty and N(X+zO is irreducible. Finally, at z « 2n-l, the highest weight is zero; and so. N(X+zQ reduces with the trivial representation as quotient. This proves that the first reduction point is z -2n-l.
As a second example we consider the case of the split real form of G . Let a and 04 be the two simple roots with a; long. Assume o^ is compact and a; is noncompact. So in the notation above c^ • 04 . Following Bourbaki we write these vectors in coordinates:
a," CI-GZ . 04 • -2Ci+c;+C3 . 
• But these cancel in pairs as in (5) so C is enpty and N(X+zS) is irreducible.
The next possible value for B(A+zO to reduce is z' *>i . Here the array is 
UNITARY DERIVED FUNCTOR MODULES
We did the calculation for E^, E^ and Eg using a simple BASIC program, listed in Appendix 2, on a home computer. As is clear from the listing, efficiency was not a consideration because it only had to be run once. In particular it left the search through W(m,l»), in (5) above, to be done by hand. Since there is no essential change, we wrote the program for dim F(X) < « rather than just dim F(X) « 1.
The results above hold in a more general setting, if we add a hypothesis of k-semisimplicity for the N(X+zQ.
PROPOSITION. Let q « m+u be a maximal 6-stable parabolic subalgebra of g, whose complementary simple root a has coefficient 2 in the maximal root (as above).
Suppose that q is quasi-abelian, i.e. that <a,6> ^ 0 for a € A(nnii) and & € A(u0p). Let F(C) and F(X) be unitarizable m^-modules, dim F(C) -1 and dim F(X) < 00 , normalized by 2<C,oiQ>/<oig,aQ > -1 and X+z^+p€C *-z<0 .
Let a"a(X) be the first reduction point for N(X+zC) and suppose that N(X+zO is semisimple as a k-module whenever z<a. Then F^CX+zC) is zero or unitarizable for z < a.
In the case dim F(X) « 1 of the more general setting, the last two columns of the chart in Appendix 1 need not apply, for F^X+zQ « 0 is a real possibility.
So it is essential to have some a pylori information on the k-spectrum of F N(X+zC). [5] T.J.Enright. R.Parthasarathy. N.R.Wallach and J.A.Wolf, "Unitary derived functor modules with small spectrum," to appear.
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